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	The Mathematical Theory of Nonblocking Switching Networks (Series on Applied Mathematics, Volume 11), 9789810233112 (9810233116), World Scientific Publishing, 1999
The first edition of this book covered in depth the mathematical theory of nonblocking multistage interconnecting networks, which is applicable to both communication and computer networks. This comprehensively updated version puts more emphasis to the multicast and multirate networks which are under fast development recently due to their wide applications. This comprehensively updated new edition not only introduces the classical theory of the fundamental point-to-point network but also has a renewed emphasis on the latest multicast and multirate networks. The book can serve as either a one- or two-semester textbook for graduate students of information science, (electronic) communications, and applied mathematics. In addition, as all the relevant literature is organized and evaluated under one structured framework, the volume is an essential reference for researchers in those areas.
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Google Advertising Tools : Cashing in with AdSense, AdWords, and the Google APIsO'Reilly, 2006
When it comes to advertising on the web, you just can't argue  with the numbers. A $7 billion market today is expected to grow to $18.9 billion  by 2010. Jupiter Research also estimates that search advertising will be a  larger share of the market than display advertising by 2010. These phenomenal  numbers are due largely to...


		

PrimeFaces CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Here are over 100 recipes for PrimeFaces, the ultimate JSF framework. It’s a great practical introduction to leading-edge Java web development, taking you from the basics right through to writing custom components.


	Overview

	
		The first PrimeFaces book that concentrates on practical approaches rather...



		

Linux Device Drivers, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2005

	Over the years, this bestselling guide has helped countless programmers learn how to support computer peripherals under the Linux operating system, and how to develop new hardware under Linux. Now, with this third edition, it's even more helpful, covering all the significant changes to Version 2.6 of the Linux kernel. Includes...





	

Digital Compensation for Analog Front-Ends: A New Approach to Wireless Transceiver DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The desire to build lower cost analog front-ends has triggered interest in a new domain of research. Consequently the joint design of the analog front-end and of the digital baseband algorithms has become an important field of research. It enables the wireless systems and chip designers to more effectively trade the communication performance with...

		

Google SketchUp 8 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	A few years ago, I was teaching a workshop on advanced SketchUp techniques
	to a group of extremely bright middle and high school (or so I
	thought) students in Hot Springs, Arkansas. As subject matter went, I wasn’t
	pulling any punches — we were breezing through material I wouldn’t think
	of introducing to most groups...


		

Deep Learning Quick Reference: Useful hacks for training and optimizing deep neural networks with TensorFlow and KerasPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Dive deeper into neural networks and get your models trained, optimized with this quick reference guide

	
		Key Features

		
			A quick reference to all important deep learning concepts and their implementations
	
			Essential tips, tricks, and hacks to train a variety of deep learning...
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